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Abstract: Simulation of human intelligence process is made possible with the help of artificial intelligence. The learning,
reasoning and self-correction properties are made possible in computer systems. Along with AI, other technologies are
combined effectively in order to create remarkable applications. We apply the changing role of AI and its techniques in new
educational paradigms to create a personalised teaching-learning environment. Features like recognition, pattern matching,
decision making, reasoning, problem solving and so on are applied along with knowledge based system and supervised
machine learning for a complete learning and assessment process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence is making its place in our day-to-day life at a rapid phase. Researchers and scientists
are building innovative approaches in computer modelling, machine learning, probability statistics and decision
theory to develop more effective diagnostic methods. AI can perform simple tasks like making a coffee in the
morning to complex chores like vacuuming the floor without the need to even touch the vacuum cleaner [2].
There is also a prospective disadvantage of AI becoming too clever.

For over 30 years, research is conducted in implementing artificial intelligence in the field of education.
Adaptive learning environment and other tools that are flexible, personalised, effective, inclusive and engaging
are being developed and promoted. AI can be defined as a modelling science that is used in investigating,
developing and applying formalised models that has salient aspects relevant to learning and instruction. It allows
reasoning and derivation of novel facts, which gives a dynamic flavour to the models in use [1]. The adaptive
learning environment adapts teaching learning approaches and materials based on the capabilities and
requirements of the individual learners.
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In this paper, we propose an artificial intelligence platform that can be used in imparting education as well
as evaluating the student performance. It can be modified to adjust to the need of any level of education. The
major AI schemes like recognition and pattern matching, decision making and choice, conceptual interface and
reasoning, execution and sequential control as well as planning and problem solving are used in the
development of the AI platform. For evaluation of student performance, knowledge based systems and
supervised machine learning techniques are used.

2. EXISTING LITERATURE

The roles and applicability of AI techniques has been continuously changing. The education community is
finding innovative ways to productively implement AI for faculty and learners. AI should be leveraged to create
an improved student experience. Elon University used AI in order to help students in tracking previously taken
courses and help them apply this information in course-planning (Lee Gardner, 2018). AI is used in Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) completion, campus tour and class scheduling. Georgia State
University uses a chatbot called Pounce, built by AdmitHub that reaches out students through text to intimate
incomplete tasks by set dates (Page & Gehlbacj, 2018).

AI sends reminders to students about important dates. It also provides information to the students such as
required classes for program completion and offer of those classes. It allows the faculty to upload notes of the
classes online that can be accessed by the students [3]. AI has the ability to recognize an instance of categories,
concepts or patterns. AI can draw on inference, planning and execution; monitor development of ideas as they
are executed; identify environmental irregularities and modify their plans in return [4]. AI is being used in smart
toys and computationally organized scholastic and entertainment materials. Williams et al. [5] uses a
programmable, social robot that can guide children’s exploration of AI concepts. It helps in a positive
understanding of the AI concepts such as planning, reasoning, perception and deep learning.

A lecture robot system [6], is developed that identifies inappropriate behaviour to restructure and replicate
the presentation behaviour model. Gaze, pointing gesture and face detection are used by the robot to control the
learner’s attention and to promote eye the concentration as well as understanding level of the lecture content. AI
is the pillar of Natural Language Processing (NLP) assisted intelligent tutor system [7]. It assists in promoting
qualities like resolving conflict statements, self-reflection, generating creative questions, answering deep
questions and choice-making skills.

Aljohani et al. [8], used Google Home Mini for interacting with students and anticipated to achieve
enhanced degree of student accomplishment in physics. Nagao et al. [9], used e-learning aka intelligent tutoring
system (ITS) to create user models for learners to improve learning contents.
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3. COMPARISON OF AI FEATURES

Table 1: Comparison of Cognitive Architecture based on [4]
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Figure 1 AI based education model

We develop a complete AI based education system that consists of a computer based system that helps in
course selection, based on the set of previous subjects and score. Once the course is chosen, alerts are being sent
via Google assistant or text. Further, the classes are conducted by lecture robots that can control the attention of
the student with the help of sensors and technology to track gaze and detect faces. The materials are made
available online with the help of cloud storage for students to be able to access at any point of time from any
place. Student doubts are clarified online. Further, assessment and evaluation is done with the help of
knowledge based system and supervised machine learning techniques.

The AI based education model consists of an algorithm that encompasses domain model, pedagogy model
and learner model. These factors are combined together to form a complete algorithm that processes the
knowledge represented in the models. This algorithm is then fed to the learner interface that comprises of
adaptive content in the form of text or video that can be adapted to the need and efficiency of individual learner
and data capture that monitors the interactions of the learner. Further, data analysis involves machine learning
and pattern recognition. Finally all these factors lead to the creation of an open learner model that makes
learning explicit for both faculty and the learners.

4.1 Course Selection Methodology
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With the help of NLP, fuzzy logic, expert system and neural network, a fundamental expert system is built
that can assist the students in selecting courses that are best suited for them. This selection is done based on the
previous courses taken by the students. Courses can be chosen and tailored based on the student capabilities and
needs. The analysis of previous courses, their outcomes and the learner’s achievements also act as the base for
selection of courses.

4.2 LectureBot

Robotics is a major domain of AI that establishes robots as artificial agents of real-time environments.
Here, we use them as teaching agents that offer regulation, monitoring and explanation to track the learner’s
mental steps. The lecturebot comes with an LED screen on the robot which projects several 3D illustrations with
the help of dynamic graphical user interfaces. It can substitute for lecturers and reconstruct the non-verbal
behaviour of the lecturers as well.

Figure 2 LectureBot

4.3 Cloud Storage

Cloud storage enables the storage of teaching and learning materials online. It helps in creating a global
classroom that leads to interconnection and accessibility of classrooms globally. Virtual mentors are developed
with the technologies found in Siri and Google. Interactive content and educational database such as video
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lectures, e-books, individual assessment of teaching agents and natural games are synthesized and organized.
This also enables student interaction and helps in making the model learner centric.

4.4 Assessment and Evaluation

Knowledge based systems use a set of “if-then” statements to perform induction. It is expensive and
difficult to build as it requires more human input in the form of rules in order to execute well. Machine Learning
is based on statistical modelling. It is a supervised learning system in which the classifier must be trained with
formerly interpreted data. In supervised learning, the machine is trained using data which is labelled and tagged
with correct answer. This helps in prediction of outcomes for unpredicted data.

5. RESULT

The proposed system offers a complete smart learning environment with artificial intelligence that assists
the learner from course selection to evaluation and even certification. It also helps the instructor in lecture
preparation and maintenance of course content in the cloud database and also to follow student progress as all
the data is created and updated online.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The AI based smart learning system that involves intelligent tutoring and virtual reality is composed of the
key features of AI like Recognition and pattern matching, Decision making and choice, Conceptual Interface
and Reasoning, Execution and Sequential Control, Planning and Problem Solving. The qualitative assessment of
student performance is based on Knowledge-Based System (KB) and Supervised Machine Learning (SL).
Future work involves implementation of the lecturebot prototype and loading it with multiple features and
capabilities for enabling the provision of a complete learning experience.
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